TEAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS:
- Reached the College World Series for the 23rd time in school history. Finished ranked sixth in the country.
- Won a regional at Georgia and a super-regional at LSU, becoming the first school in history to win a regional and super regional at SEC venues in the same season.
- Threw a combined no-hitter on Opening Day, the 10th in FSU history. Conor Grady and Chase Haney threw the final four innings that day and return in 2020.
- All-Americans: J.C. Flowers & Drew Mendoza; Freshman All-American: Robby Martin
- All-ACC: Flowers, Mendoza, Drew Parrish, CJ Van Eyk, Reese Albert; Freshman All-ACC: Martin
- Legendary head coach Mike Martin finished his career with 2,029 wins, the most for any coach in any sport in NCAA history.

REVENUE:

MEMBERSHIP:

ATHLETE ALUMNI MEMBERS: 93
NEW MEMBERS: 178

While Florida State Baseball has a great history and tradition, we need people like you to keep our program moving upward. We value the fan and booster support greatly and we want to thank you for being a vital part of our success. We will do everything we can to make you proud of our/your program. -Mike Martin Jr.

IMPACT:
Bullpen Club funds over the past two years have funded additional branding at Dick Howser Stadium, soft facility enhancements and the new video board.

FUTURE IMPACT:
Bullpen Club funds will be used in a variety of ways this year including:
1. Supplemental meals for the athletes (NCAA now allows us to provide significantly more food),
2. Chartered airplanes (to keep us from missing classes),
3. Game guarantees (so that we can play here at Howser Stadium).
$150 ➔ **GARNET**
- Regular update and news from the team
- Nike team T-shirt
- Invitation to occasional team events

$300 ➔ **IRON**
- All benefits above
- Nike team polo

$600 ➔ **BRONZE**
- All benefits above
- Mike Martin Jr Baseball
- Regular season parking pass

$1,000 ➔ **SILVER**
- All Iron and Garnet benefits plus
- 10 open air suite tickets for one game

$2,000 ➔ **DIAMOND**
- All Silver benefits plus
- 20 open air suite tickets for one game
- Nike team quarter zip

$3,000 ➔ **GOLD**
- All platinum benefits plus
- Nike Team Jacket

$5,000 ➔ **OLYMPIAN**
- All Gold benefits plus
- Nike team warm-up suit

$10,000 ➔ **LEGACY**
- All Olympian benefits plus
- Away game trip for 2 with the team

$20,000 ➔ **THE MEAT LEVEL**
- All Legacy benefits plus
- Annual locker naming
- Invitation to exclusive dinner in the locker room with the team

$30,000 ➔ **LEVEL TO BE NAMED AFTER THE FIRST DONOR AT THIS LEVEL**
- All $20,000 benefits plus
- Private Dinner with the Coaches

$40,000 ➔ **LEVEL TO BE NAMED AFTER THE FIRST DONOR AT THIS LEVEL**
- All $30,000 benefits plus
- Coaches Game Day Experience

$50,000 ➔ **THE ELEVEN LEVEL**
- All $40,000 benefits plus
- Dugout Suite for five games per year
- Two Away Game Trips for Two with the Team

$75,000 ➔ **LEVEL TO BE NAMED AFTER THE FIRST DONOR AT THIS LEVEL**
- All $50,000 benefits plus
- Dugout Suite for 10 games per year
- Personalized team issued ring and pendant

$100,000 ➔ **THE JIM AND LISA GRAGANELLA AND FAMILY LEVEL**
- All $75,000 benefits plus
- Access to Head Coach’s Office for Any Game
  *(up to 8 seats)*